Prof.P.V.G.D.Prasad Reddy is a Passionate teacher in
the field of Information Technology and an academic
administrator. He began his Career as a Software
Engineer in Jan 1987, but later moved to Andhra
University as an Assistant Professor in May 1987. He
had obtained Ph.D in Computer Engg during 1993,
and since thenmoved up gradually in various
academic positions/promotions to rose to become a
Senior Professorin 2018. Presently he is serving as
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Reddy has held the positions of Rector, Registrar, Director,
Department, and numerous other administrative positions
been on committees of several public institutions under
of great sensitivity and responsibility. He also served as
Chancellor for Central Tribal University, Vijayanagaram for

Prof. Prasad Reddy as a mentor of research, over the past 33 years of his
service, has guided 50(Fifty) Ph.D’s. Several of the research
contributions under his supervision have received accolades and best
paper awards at International/National Conferences.He published more
than 200 research papers, of which a majority are in impact journals.He
is one among the cited researchers in the field of Information Technology
with h-index of 18 andi-10 index of 33with 4 Published Patents and
2CopyRights. He has handled 8 research & IT consultancy projects.
Prof. Prasad Reddy has received, among other honors, Best Teacher
award from Govt. of AP in the combined state during the year 2011. He
has been awarded D.LITT degree by Adikavi Nannaya University. All
through his career, he is identified for successful contribution as a teacher
in the field of IT, and as academic administrator, while maintaining a high
level of output in terms of quality and quantity. “Making a Difference in
the Life of Every Student” is the Priority of his administration, and hence
he would always look forward to deep engagement with Industry, Alumni
& Community.
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